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Abstract: Life insurance distribution in India, like elsewhere, is in a transitory phase. Technological advancements and an untapped market have opened up new vistas in the field. Customer offerings through multiple touch-points seem to be the mantra. While a multi-channel strategy does offer the outreach, there are a number of issues, including, channel conflict, channel cannibalization and channel misalignment, which act as a dampener to such a strategy. The other question is that of finding an optimum distribution mix. We, by virtue of this paper, attempt to delineate the aforesaid, highlighting the manifestation of the same problem of distribution, albeit differently, rather contrastingly - concurrently suggesting the solutions – through two similar bank led (large bank as group company / bank promoted) companies, HDFC Life and SBI Life. Distribution woes have resulted in an uncertain distribution landscape with no clear pattern in sight. Industry numbers show a shrinking agency, a robust bancassurance and a rising online channel. But the pattern is all lopsided in HDFC Life and SBI Life. How to balance the distribution mix, then? Does that mean doing away with the not so hot agency channel? Or does preserving agency still make sense? Or fortifying the bancassurance? Or can the currently hot direct / online channel be pursued vehemently? The implications of such distribution patterns are immense for an industry trying to find a way out of the muddle.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Two of the most important metrics for insurance - the penetration and density - showcase India in a poor light. India, despite a market characterised by a rising middle class, has failed to cash in (Table 1 & 2) on the immense potential of life insurance business.

Table 1: Life Insurance Penetration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life Insurance Penetration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.20</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Life Insurance Density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life Insurance Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2056.0</td>
<td>2382.0</td>
<td>1830.0</td>
<td>1558.5</td>
<td>1304.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>246.0</td>
<td>222.0</td>
<td>178.0</td>
<td>195.5</td>
<td>224.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2391.0</td>
<td>2552.0</td>
<td>2263.0</td>
<td>2227.7</td>
<td>2222.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1392.0</td>
<td>1437.0</td>
<td>1181.0</td>
<td>1150.6</td>
<td>1169.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>844.0</td>
<td>748.0</td>
<td>688.0</td>
<td>615.8</td>
<td>674.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>4211.0</td>
<td>4391.0</td>
<td>4079.0</td>
<td>3700.3</td>
<td>3522.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>3474.0</td>
<td>3638.0</td>
<td>3292.0</td>
<td>3033.2</td>
<td>2873.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1684.0</td>
<td>1657.0</td>
<td>1719.0</td>
<td>1724.9</td>
<td>1674.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Swiss Re, Sigma various volumes; data relates to Calendar year;
* Insurance penetration is measured as ratio of premium to GDP;
# data relates to financial year.
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As stated above, the companies differ in their origin and ownership structures (some bank promoted, others not) and distribution within and across these companies has, in the last decade varied greatly, and therefore it seems very logical to unearth the probable reasons for under-performance of distribution as far as the penetration of life insurance and its density is concerned. A recent study (Cognizant report, 2014) talks about the disruptions in distribution patterns of life insurance companies and while acknowledging that the counter from the companies is a multi-channel structure, it forewarns them to gear up for continuous disruptions and thus keep on tweaking the distribution structure. The study also argues that companies remain ahead of the curve (FOD, future of distribution) so as to stand out in the crowd and simultaneously work on balancing the distribution mix. It further goes on to inform that a unified view of the three – the company, the channel and the customer would go a long way in addressing the distribution woes and in turn, lead to decent penetration and density numbers. Uptill now, we have highlighted the distribution problem prevalent in Indian companies which remains a puzzle at best but, as stated earlier, the puzzle is even more pronounced when such pivotal bases are covered, it is even more intriguing to know that the life insurance penetration and density numbers are awful (Table 1 & 2). The case in point of this study – two similar bank led / promoted companies – furthers the mystique. Yet another strand of research – similar non-bank promoted companies; bank promoted companies vs. non bank promoted companies – would (as a future research) open up the Pandora’s box as this uncharted territory gets explored. All this has a strong bearing on the distribution templates for the industry.

**Distribution: What’s so special about it?**

It is said that out of the four P’s of marketing, if there is one P that is most inimitable then it is the Place or Distribution. A look at the Indian life insurance distribution space would make it amply clear that while new and innovative channels have emerged on the scene, the bulk of sales is carried through three or the at the most four channels, namely the agents, the banks, the brokers and the corporate agents other than the banks. On the back of rising technological advancements, the online channel is steadily but surely making a name for itself. In fact, technology as an all pervasive medium, has been largely responsible for the spread of new and innovative channels. It is, therefore, apparent that the Indian market is served through multiple touchpoints by a large number of channels, many of which are as different as chalk and cheese. In context of the above, when such pivotal bases are covered, it is even more intriguing to know that the life insurance penetration and density numbers are awful (Table 1 & 2). The case in point of this study – two similar bank led / promoted companies – furthers the mystique. Yet another strand of research – similar non-bank promoted companies; bank promoted companies vs. non bank promoted companies – would (as a future research) open up the Pandora’s box as this uncharted territory gets explored. All this has a strong bearing on the distribution templates for the industry.

**Tables 1 & 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asian Countries</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>4445.0</td>
<td>5071.0</td>
<td>5655.0</td>
<td>7065.6</td>
<td>6756.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>India</strong></td>
<td><strong>41.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>44.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>43.0</strong></td>
<td><strong>46.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>55.0</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3346.0</td>
<td>2926.0</td>
<td>2717.0</td>
<td>2803.4</td>
<td>2411.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>341.0</td>
<td>338.0</td>
<td>316.0</td>
<td>298.3</td>
<td>339.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR China</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>127.0</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>189.9</td>
<td>225.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>2388.0</td>
<td>2840.0</td>
<td>2932.0</td>
<td>2894.5</td>
<td>3835.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1816.0</td>
<td>2014.0</td>
<td>1940.0</td>
<td>2049.6</td>
<td>1999.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>3204.0</td>
<td>3371.0</td>
<td>3397.0</td>
<td>3598.7</td>
<td>4195.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>214.0</td>
<td>198.0</td>
<td>215.0</td>
<td>222.0</td>
<td>237.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>366.0</td>
<td>368.0</td>
<td>346.0</td>
<td>353.0</td>
<td>353.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Swiss Re, Sigma various volumes; Data relates to Calendar year.

* Insurance density is measured as ratio of premium (in US Dollar) to total population.

# data relates to financial year.

Distribution was intriguing, distribution takes the pie. As stated above, the companies differ in their origin and ownership structures (some bank promoted, others not) and distribution within and across these companies has, in the last decade varied greatly, and therefore it seems very logical to unearth the probable reasons for under-performance of distribution as far as the penetration of life insurance and its density is concerned. A recent study (Cognizant report, 2014) talks about the disruptions in distribution patterns of life insurance companies and while acknowledging that the counter from the companies is a multi-channel structure, it forewarns them to gear up for continuous disruptions and thus keep on tweaking the distribution structure. The study also argues that companies remain ahead of the curve (FOD, future of distribution) so as to stand out in the crowd and simultaneously work on balancing the distribution mix. It further goes on to inform that a unified view of the three – the company, the channel and the customer would go a long way in addressing the distribution woes and in turn, lead to decent penetration and density numbers. Uptill now, we have highlighted the distribution problem prevalent in Indian companies which remains a puzzle at best but, as stated earlier, the puzzle is even more pronounced when such pivotal bases are covered, it is even more intriguing to know that the life insurance penetration and density numbers are awful (Table 1 & 2). The case in point of this study – two similar bank led / promoted companies – furthers the mystique. Yet another strand of research – similar non-bank promoted companies; bank promoted companies vs. non bank promoted companies – would (as a future research) open up the Pandora’s box as this uncharted territory gets explored. All this has a strong bearing on the distribution templates for the industry.

**Distribution landscape in India:**

Two channels, Agency and Bancassurance have, since the last decade and a half, been the top premium earners, garnering as much as 85% of the new incoming premium. The direct business (including online), brokers and others account for the rest. As mentioned earlier, the online channel has shown promise but...
not to an extent to be called as the channel of choice and in all probability will continue to be promising in the foreseeable future. The industry has over the years seen a tectonic shift in bancassurance emerging as a premier channel for private players in the last 5-6 years, overpowering the traditional agency. The fact that the agency still continues to hold forte – even with sliding numbers – in some companies, has to do with the ‘personal involvement’ in buying life insurance, an aspect which will always keep the agency relevant. So while the common refrain is to tow the industry line and go the bancassurance way, some firms have preserved the agency numbers. Adding spice to the mix is the fact that there already are some firms which have derived lucrative business through the online channel and looking purely from a cost perspective those firms are batting for it as soon to be channel of choice. A relevant question then arises: how to set a priority for channel selection? How to balance the distribution mix? It is this aspect of distribution which has companies in a quandary. Agency just cannot be dispensed with overnight; bancassurance can just not be rubbished at a time when it is hot property; online has shown enough promise to be touted as the future. What are the companies left with then? Each one of the above channels come with certain merits and demerits and it is indeed a challenge, therefore in arriving at an all elusive optimum mix when headwinds of continuous disruptions stare at the face. It presents the companies with the dilemma of choosing and picking amongst the channels. Specifically then, an answer is attempted through two more or less same type of firms – at least by the presence of large banks in the group – in this study. The study comprises of two typical large bank dominated group companies.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW:

Amongst the many channels which operate today, concurrently so, the agents, bancassurance and much recently, the direct channel (prominently online) have grabbed a major chunk of business. Broker, a channel to reckon with a few years back has lost some shine and is not in the reckoning of late. Hence, the literature review that ensues will mainly cater to the top three (agents, bancassurance and online) along with a coverage of the multi-channel mix.

Mirroring what happened elsewhere, India has seen - in a departure from earlier times – bancassurance emerging as the favoured channel in place of agency, especially for private companies. LIC as the flag bearer of Indian life insurance for a considerable period, had an agent distribution model in place, which remained the norm even after privatization until innovations in the channel space by private players brought new channels including bancassurance to the forefront during the early years of the new millennium.

Earlier it was thought that a large sales force could maximize the sales and hence a flourishing agency (Finsinger and Schmidt, 1993). Agency, in spite of the other channels making a mark and change in commission structure and other requirements, still continue to be one of the main channels. Brostoff (2001), the national underwriter, reported the survey of four associations which revealed that the agents would continue to remain as a premier channel. A 1995 study of Posey and Yavas suggested that took note of the fact that earlier studies claimed that independent agency has a higher cost than a direct writer system. Inferring thus, they (Posey & Yavas) were of the view that going by those studies the inherent competition in the insurance market should have removed the independent agency system. Yet as shown by them (Posey & Yavas) the independent agency continues to coexist along with the direct writer system. At a time when the agency was losing its shine – while still continuing to be an important channel – bancassurance came up the rungs. Studies of Felgreen (1985) and Todd and Murray (1988) reveal that the usage of bank branches curtail the expenses of selling and delivering products of insurance, unlike the traditional agency systems. Claessens (2003), in sync with Benoist (2002) have contributed to the literature involving financial collaborations resulting in integrated distribution of products and services.

Following the west, the Asian region, too stood witness to the growth of bancassurance – somewhere as a forced change, somewhere incidently. Taiwan took to bancassurance because of the over banking problem where excess capacity of banks had to utilised. In India, bancassurance growth has been steady and it has become the channel that drives business for private companies (HDFC Annual Report, 2019).

The other important channel to have made a mark is the direct / internet / online channel. Labelled as a future channel of much promise, it currently operates as one offering simple and cheaper insurance products. The spread of the internet, of late, has sprung up the growth of electronic channels and markets as also electronic intermediaries. These are the platforms for multiple transactions involving the buyers and the sellers (Malone et al., 1987; Sarkar et al., 1995). Agent led distribution through channels like the direct writers and independent agents was mostly the norm – which still continues to be in some economies - before the spread of the internet. It is only of late that the direct channel has got wider recognition. It was expected to impact negatively on the traditional agency but even today there is not a distinct preference for it, although it is gaining ground (Trembly, 2001).

It is an established fact that multi-channel distribution is one solution towards gaining sound penetration and density numbers. However, the reason for coexistence of multiple channels is the difference in quality of products as also the imperfections in the insurance markets. Difference in product quality implies that higher / lower price of insurance products dictates the type of channel catering to takers of those products. Barrese et al. (1995), opine that the much in demand independent agency has something to do with the larger complexity of commercial insurance than personal insurance. On similar lines, Query and Hoyt (2002) support the differential services. Another study of note, Regan (1997), taking the cost perspective of transactions into account, concluded that complex products warrant independent agency as the
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channel of approach while standardized products call for using the exclusive agents. The study of Mayers and Smith (1981) reveal that as the insurance products gets costly and complex, distribution via an independent agency seems to be the best choice.

In stark contrast to most studies, a recent Cognizant (2014) study reveals that as a telltale sign, the category of insurance products will be influenced by the channels. As with everything, the demerit of having a multi distribution structure is the cost disadvantages which happen when high costs are incurred for establishing an additional distribution channel. Easingwood and Storey (1996) are of the view that when there are high coordination costs – between the channels – because of having more channels, disruptions are bound to occur in a company. Moreover, redirection of turnover and profits from one channel to the other (channel cannibalization) is also a distinct disadvantage of having a multi distribution regime (Dzienziol et. al, 2002).

Thus far much has been said of the three channels concerned; however the much unanswered question - how to strike a balance in distribution leading to an optimum mix? – seeks a suitable solution. And, in terms of efficiency of channels - an area of recent research activity - which channels to be given more weightage? While there are studies in Taiwan regarding the efficiency of channels for life insurance companies, the same cannot act as a basis for studies in different countries as the regulatory mechanisms differ. However, one should not lose sight of the fact that those studies do offer some vital insights. Nevertheless, the study of Chen & Chang (2010) found revealed that vis-à-vis a non direct channel strategy, a direct channel strategy is more efficient. In another study by Pang & Fan (2011), traditional channel efficiency was found more than that of a bancassurance channel. The above fact is in contrast to bancassurance being a favoured channel. Therefore, from the lens of efficiency, recent times have seen studies centring around finding the most profitable channels. An earlier pioneering study of Joskow (1973) focussed on property and liability insurance industry in the United States concluded that insurers employing direct writers had 11% lower expense ratios than insurers using independent agents.

Some later works (Cummins & Van Derhei, 1979; Barrese & Nelson, 1992) echoed Joskow’s. Regan (1999), in a larger study, states that the cost advantages of direct writers are different for different insurance lines. Berger, Cummins and Weiss (1997) state that insurers employing direct writers are much more efficient than those having independent agents. Regan and Tzeng (1999) state that ownership form is closely related to the distribution system. Williamson (1981) and Klein, Crawford & Alchian (1978) found that direct channels were more effective either when a specialised knowledge of products was required or when the sales relationship involved difficult tasks. Talking from the perspective of an agent oriented versus a broker oriented insurer, Baranoff et. al (2000) state that the former will have less expenses because they have a single distribution system.

The exclusive agent for a long time, until recently, was the most favoured channel recently, but bancassurance stole the show, first, and now the multi-channel (including agents, brokers, corporate agents, banks, direct etc.) hold sway. Marcel & Doyle (1979) opine that with a continuously changing landscape making technology all pervasive, the insurance companies are looking at a combination of direct, agency and broker channels. While multi-distribution as of now seems to be an answer to the challenges, it is still not clear if it can cater to customers in different segments, primarily because of the inherent problem of channel conflict in such a structure (Webb, 2002). Additionally, pricing policy, for different distribution channel strategies is a challenge (Tang & Xing, 2001)

In the Indian context no study, Sinha’s (2013) work aside, has no study has delved deeper into understanding the distribution trends of companies. The study of Sinha (2013) with respect to distribution of the leading private players from 2005-06 to 2009-10, captures the channel trends of these players on the basis of premium generated and policies sold through channels like the agents, corporate agents (banks) and direct (online). The study acknowledges the evolution of the distribution landscape and stresses that multi distribution was imminent. A point of note is the fact that at the time of Sinha’s (2013) study (period from 2005-06 to 2009-10) the balance of distribution was very much in favour of agency. Changing times post the aforementioned period (the last decade or so) have seen a tectonic shift - in the balance of distribution mix - becoming loaded in favour of bancassurance (for private players). Another study of note is LakshmiKutty & Sriraman (2005) wherein described the state of various distribution channels of the time while highlighting the emergence of some new channels. Sharma & Saxena (2009) while discussing about the changes in the distribution have stressed the absence of channels designed for the rural market and highlighted the significance of a multi distribution structure. One study of Tone & Sahoo (2005) has analysed the cost efficiency analysis of the only public company, the Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) of India.

None of the aforementioned studies, however, have attempted to study the anomalies in the distribution mix of two similar bank led / promoted companies at a time when they are faced with the onerous task of balancing the distribution mix. Filling a sort of gap, we offer our contribution to literature by exploring the contrast in the distribution set ups of two similar bank aided companies - HDFC Life led by the largest private sector bank, HDFC and SBI Life, led by the largest public sector bank, SBI life insurance firms in India - as also the implications of the same.

The distribution trend of the industry (private players):

At the outset, it is imperative to interpret the premium numbers put up by the agency, the banca and the online channel over the last five-six years:

Exhibit 1 shows industry distribution trend for private companies for the last five years . Agency numbers have gone down by 10% and have...
been going downhill year after year. The last figure for 2018-19 stands at 26%. During the same period, bancassurance numbers show an upward movement of 7%.

The numbers for the last three years are equal at 34% including the final figure for 2018-19. The online channel, rising steadily, capped off at 14% for 2018-19, a jump of 5% from the low of 9% in 2014-15. An important point emphasized all through the paper and to be kept in mind is that with the addition of LIC to industry numbers would tilt the balance in favor of the agency as LIC thrives on business numbers through the agents. To drive through our point i.e. highlighting the distribution contrasts for two bank led firms in the private sector, this study makes use of data only for such firms.

**Exhibit 1: Distribution pattern for private players**

![Distribution pattern for private players](image1.png)

(Source: HDFC Life Insurance Annual Report, 2019)

Tables 3 & 4 and Exhibits 2 & 3 reveal the distribution trends (premium numbers) for the agency, the banca and the direct channel over the last five years for HDFC Life and SBI Life. The comparison of the said numbers with the corresponding industry trend for the channels (Exhibit 1) would give significant details about the nuances of the distribution mix of aforementioned firms, each of which is unique in their own right.

**Table 3: Channel premium numbers for HDFC Life:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HDFC LIFE</th>
<th>AGENT</th>
<th>BANK</th>
<th>DIRECT / ONLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-15</td>
<td>16.50%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-16</td>
<td>13.40%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-17</td>
<td>15.40%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-18</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-19</td>
<td>13.70%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Compiled by the author through the data from HDFC Life annual reports)

**HDFC Life: An overdose of bancassurance, a feeble agency and an ascending online**

HDFC Life is the premier life insurance company in India and is a joint venture between one of the prominent financial institutions, HDFC Ltd and Standard Life Aberdeen, a global investment company. Established in 2000, HDFC Life Insurance Company Limited (Formerly HDFC Standard Life Insurance Company Limited) is a reputed operator providing long-term life insurance solutions, covering customer needs like health, savings, pension and protection. As it stood on March 31, 2019, the company has a host of products - individual and group, numbering 38 and 11 respectively along with optional rider benefits (numbering 8), thereby catering to a broad spectrum of customer needs.

On the distribution front, HDFC Life has never been an agent centric firm. Rather, by fortifying bancassurance over the years - in the process living up to its billing as a robust bank led firm - through tie-ups with a plethora of banks and other partners, it has leveraged the captive base of such key partners. In doing so, HDFC Life continues have a pan India presence with 412 branches along with other touch-points. A varied partner group comprising 265 banca allies including Small Finance Banks (SFB’s), Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC’s) and Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs) in addition to 39 partnerships in the non-traditional ecosystem, has strengthened HDFC Life’s presence. Adding to its formidable distribution is the robust base of financial consultants.

What is baffling is that HDFC Life ever since inception has for some not so obvious reasons – inherent nature of life insurance selling favours a reasonable agency even if you are a strong bank led firm – emphasized so much on bancassurance that except the last fiscal (2018-19), it has overtaken the industry numbers for private players. The agency numbers - which were anyway behind the industry - have further moved southwards or have, at best, matched numbers of the previous fiscal years. Online channel has been growing steadily over the last five years and is poised to make further inroads in the coming years.

**The problem for HDFC Life: Emergence of a new confusing distribution pattern**

While the lack of a substantial agency at HDFC Life is well documented and did hurt the firm somewhere, the business numbers from bancassurance does validate a bank reliant...
strategy. The fact that life insurance is a product which is unsought and complex should not go amiss while promoting it. Related therefore, the element of personal interaction can never go away, thereby indicating that the agency should be persisted with. So while a reduced agency is a matter of concern, the bancassurance numbers – the much touted strength of the firm - for the last few years have also been below the industry trend (sans LIC). As a dark horse, out of the blue has emerged the direct channel (mainly online), rising consistently; growing by a staggering 12% last year and much is talked about its potential. One fact that should not go amiss is that the rise of the online does in no way imply that large premium policies are also sold through it. Currently the channel operates on volume, selling simple policies which are cheaper.

That online would one day become the most preferred channel is no big surprise but the question is when that would happen. The probable answer lies in an auto-correction happening with the upcoming generation that would result in its consolidation when bucking the current trend, even big ticket size policies would sell through it. The dilemma starts thus for HDFC Life. What is left with HDFC Life until online becomes the go to channel for buying all types of life insurance? Do away with the agency, ignore the banca? Or bet big on the online channel judging its performance in the last fiscal even when currently it is at the most a channel selling small and simple policies? How does HDFC Life balance its distribution structure? While multi-channel mix is the buzz word, HDFC Life’s channel mix seems lopsided and defies logic. During the course of the study we would seek some solutions, honestly.

Table 4: SBI Life channel business numbers (premium):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SBI LIFE</th>
<th>AGENT</th>
<th>BANK</th>
<th>OTHERS / DIRECT / ONLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-15</td>
<td>45.80%</td>
<td>51.80%</td>
<td>2.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-16</td>
<td>37.78%</td>
<td>60.74%</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-17</td>
<td>34.08%</td>
<td>64.71%</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017-18</td>
<td>31.23%</td>
<td>67.43%</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-19</td>
<td>29.65%</td>
<td>68.91%</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Compiled by the author through the data from SBI Life annual reports)

Exhibit 3: Channel premium numbers of SBI Life:

(Source: Compiled by the author through the data from SBI Life annual reports)

---

**SBI Life: Formidable bancassurance, an above industry agency and subdued online**

The largest bank of the country, State Bank of India joined hands with BNP Paribas Cardif - having its origin in France as a french financial services and multinational banking firm globally headquartered in Paris - to form SBI Life Insurance. The ownership stake of the SBI and BNP Paribas Cardif is 62.1% and 22% respectively of the total capital. The remaining stake to the tune of 1.95% each of the total capital is shared by Value Line Pte. Ltd. and MacRitchie Investments Pte. Ltd., holding while the remaining 12% is Public. Having an authorized capital of Rs.20 billion (US$290 million) and Rs.10 billion (US$140 million) paid up capital, SBI Life, today counts as one of the premier life insurance firms in India.

Having a robust bancassurance structure in place – on expected lines from the company led by the largest bank, SBI – ever since inception in 2001, SBI Life has, for the past decade or so built a strong agency as well to complement the banking strength. Such has been the agency growth that SBI Life’s numbers have, all through the last five years, been ahead of the industry agency numbers. Bucking the industry trend, though, is the online channel which has seen a degrowth in the last five years.

**The Problem for SBI Life: A distribution pattern both mirroring and defying industry trends**

Unlike HDFC Life, SBI Life has all through the last five years or so been ahead of the industry in agency numbers (premium through agency). What the agency numbers for the last five years tell is a story of the transformation SBI Life has undergone – since its inception in 2001 - from being a bancassurance dominated company – which it still is by every means of imagination – to the one where agency numbers, despite of going down over the years, have still trumped the industry numbers. Bancassurance for SBI Life was always strong but has been fortified over the last five years and its growth is more or less the same as the slide in the corresponding banca numbers for HDFC Life. So while SBI Life mirrors the industry trend, both for agency and bancassurance – although vis-à-vis industry, it is slightly ahead in agency and overshoots in the banca- it is the online channel pattern which defies the industry by a long long way. While the online channel grew from 9% to 14% for the industry in the last five years, the corresponding numbers for SBI Life registered a degrowth from 2.5% to 1.44% (refer exhibit 3). So what does SBI do to get out of this dilemma? Put a control on bancassurance – even at the cost of business – and nurture a wobbling online channel instead while also preserving the agency? How to balance the distribution when the distribution mix seems too lopsided with the online channel missing out and bancassurance getting far too much prominence? We, would try to seek some solutions.
Distribution problems at HDFC Life & SBI Life: Probable Solutions

The most concrete and logical answers in our opinion lie in two reports - NIIT Technologies (2019) report and Cognizant Technologies (2014). The former emphasizes the need for a multi-distribution network with a suggestion that distribution mixes of the companies should be according to defined customer segments (Exhibit 4). Towards that end, the report has identified the channels which include the new introduced ones and mapped these channels with suitable customer segments (Exhibit 4). The latter, keeping in mind the fact that future buying in life insurance will be impacted by customer experiences across different industries, suggests that it is increasingly important to adopt a multi-distribution mechanism (Exhibit 5). Even at the risk of channel conflict, the report strongly advocates a multi distribution approach. To minimise such a risk, a unified and single view of the customer, the channel and the company, moving forward is proposed for approaching the future of distribution (FOD). The report further states that since the market has, and will, become much more diverse with new regulations taking place, the traditional channels need to innovate. As a result, perhaps in due course agency would be persisted with but can get transformed in an altogether different avatar, early signs of which have already started to happen through the incorporation of technology. Rounding off, on an interesting note, the report suggests that channels will – or have rather started to - influence products to a large extent and hence the NIIT Technologies (2019) Report’s proposition of the ‘channels for the segments’, the type of insurance policy, in turn, will be decided by the choice of channel.

Exhibit 4: Balancing channel mix proposition (Future Ready: Multi-Channel Distribution in Life Insurance; NIIT Technologies)

Exhibit 5: Balancing the distribution mix (Future of Distribution; Cognizant Technologies)

With the disruptions happening at a faster pace than ever before, we, the authors, are of the view that the two solutions proposed by the aforementioned reports are and need not be the ‘be all and end all’ of the distribution conundrum at HDFC Life & SBI Life. HDFC Life (Annual Report, 2018-19) has expressed vehemently the fact that it is open to embracing a multi channel mechanism so much so that it is working assiduously in expanding its outreach by offering the customer multiple touch-points. Balancing the distribution mix, though, still remains as elusive. SBI Life, on the other hand gives an impression of a company where adoption of technology in the distribution set up is still is a far cry and as such balancing of the distribution mix in its case seems a relatively tougher proposition. While nobody has seen the future and can at best anticipate, everything mentioned thus far is possible as is an altogether new distribution paradigm in the future. To that extent, even an integrated financial system (IFS) – although currently in existence but confined in presence - which combines the best features of all channels and financial services is a possibility. As stated, readying for the future of distribution and accordingly preparing for it should be the way out.

We are of the view that two solutions - NIIT Technologies Report, 2019 & Cognizant Report, 2014 - are realistic and will work in the immediate present, creating a balanced channel mix with so many constraints remains challenging although possible. We say so in light of predictive data analytics together with technology available, meaning thereby, that predicting a balanced distribution structure is possible and the two companies in this study should resort to the same. Whatever be the manifestation of the same problem of distribution for these companies, the suggested solutions should provide some roadmap for easing out the distribution woes.

III. CONCLUSION

HDFC Life and SBI Life, two similar bank supported companies face the same ubiquitous problem of distribution, albeit manifested differently for each of them. In such a scenario designing the optimum distribution structure for them is a challenge. Agency, for all said and done cannot be dispensed with fully, even though it lags the much favored bancassurance. Similarly, any compromise on bancassurance is fraught with danger given its significance at present and the synergy it provides to the bank and the insurance company. So going with bancassurance, even if at a reduced pace, would mean adapting to the current times as also readying for the
disruptions of the future. And lastly, the channel of much potential, the online channel – already seen as a channel of much substance - needs to be nurtured more. In a state of flux as the distribution finds itself in, designing a balanced mix is a question which currently has no fixed answers. HDFC Life and SBI Life have witnessed a vastly changed distribution landscape and it will be relevant to say that they put forth, in clear terms, their priorities of customers which could then be subsequently served through a proper channel mix. Anticipating further disruptions, multi-channel mix is good idea going forward notwithstanding channel conflicts, channel misalignment and so on and so forth. But then that does in no way solve the balancing woes. It could only be said that the approach these companies show towards the changing distribution landscape, will invariably dictate the way towards finding the ‘all elusive balanced channel mix’.
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